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It is now 48 hours since I arrived home. Having Johnny Young as a fellow traveller, has its disadvantages too! Chaotic scenes at airports as I was pushed around by overly enthusiastic young fans!

Not one wink of sleep on the flight; thirty hours filled with stimulating conversation by the ever effervescent John.

Next week, when I have fully recovered, I'll give you the exclusive story of our plane flight. I'll also tell you how you can travel to England too! The fun, excitement, experience and adventures involved. I'll be giving you first news of the Easybeats, The Bee Gees, and all our other friends in England.

I must thank all you lovely Go-Set readers who sent me birthday greetings. I appreciated every one of them. Also a thank you to all the people who wrote enquiring about B.O.A.C. youth fares. I answered hundreds of letters and as for all the rest, I'll be answering them next week. I must have some sleep now. Love to all, LILY.
MASTERS LOSE MICK BOWER

Due to a nervous breakdown, Mick Bower has been forced to leave the Masters Apprentices. As a result, the group has decided to put their record on hold and cut their losses. Mick Bower's departure has left the group without a lead vocalist, forcing them to consider hiring a replacement. The group has announced that they will continue to record and tour, but without the presence of Mick Bower's powerful voice, their sound may be different.

NEW BASS PLAYER FOR RUNNING JUMPIN

The Running Jumpin band has announced that they have hired a new bass player. The new bassist, John Philips, has a wealth of experience and is a perfect fit for the band's sound. The band has been touring heavily recently, and the addition of the new bassist will likely improve their live shows. The band has expressed their excitement about the new addition and is looking forward to what the future holds.

LAURIE ALLEN'S DRUMMER CALLED-UP

The police have charged a member of Laurie Allen's band with assaulting a police officer. The drummer, who has been identified as John Philips, has been arrested and is facing charges of assault and obstruction. The incident occurred during a concert in Sydney, where the band was performing. The drummer has been released on bail and is due in court in the coming weeks.

WATCH OUT FOR GINGERBREAD MEIJI

The Gingerbread Meiji band has announced their new tour dates. The band has been touring the country extensively in recent months, and their fans have been eagerly awaiting their return. The tour will take the band to several new cities, and there are rumors that they may be working on a new album. The band has expressed their excitement about the tour and is looking forward to seeing their fans.

BEE GEES CAN STAY IN ENGLAND

The Bee Gees have announced that they will be staying in England for a while. The band has been invited to play at several festivals in the UK, and they are looking forward to the opportunity to perform in front of a new audience. The band has expressed their excitement about the possibility of recording a new album in England and is looking forward to the collaboration with British producers.
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The new National Breakouts lay on the brassbound at Melbourne’s KENTUCKY CLUB.

Rory (trumpeter) and Billy Rimmer at the Clifton Club caught in the set at the CATCH.

Group with the greasy bird cooking at the Track No. 2 at GENZA.

The Bar City Union meet at GARRICK’S Blues Thursday.

The tribe of Melbourne hippies digin’ away in TOM POOLERLY’S underground coffee lounge.

Hippies “sickening”

Dear GoGet.

I do not believe in drag-taking or free love, at least not for myself. Nor am I a great fan of psychedelic music, yet for me the Hippies have something. If people could only accept their philosophy of love and beauty the world would surely be a better place, but the world of the Hippies is a madhouse. We are all the world, we are all fools and we are all mad. We should not try to say the least, mañana. You have to do all this in another context: 1967.

Yours,

Gai Luneberg
Gumstool, N.S.W.

Hippies “realists”

Dear GoGet.

First of all I would like to congratulate your photographer, Colin Board, and “Melbourne Hippie” for getting Hippies on the page while also in the last few GoGets I think Hippies are caricatured. But I must say that I am a hipster who is not 100% with the Hippie scene as I am tired of seeing their “youth” crap. I have studied the whole thing carefully and I must say it is a bit of a joke. The only thing that gets me is how they want love and peace for themselves and our children, and war for other people. I think this is what Hippies really want and want.

MAKE LOVE NOT WAR.

A Letter of Love

Gai Luneberg
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NORMIE IS STILL THE KING!

Dear GoGet.

To whatever says that P.J. Proby ripped in England.

P.J. Proby is the King of the Vocal Explorations and your skinny story couldn’t change the fact no matter what! What are you anyway? an Anti-Teen? Appreciater? A nit, well whatever, you should be shot! With a machine-gunned or bullet-proof suit.

Yours never,

Face Budge
A Probable Hippie
Colling, Vic.

PROBY FOREVER

Dear GoGet.

I would like to explain to all those ignorant people who went to Godet in favor of Romeo Burren, why Normie is still the King.

I fully agree with Mr. Stan Bele who Normie has more than proven throughout his career, that he is the King. Normie has been out of the country so many times that he has had to prove himself all over again.

Normie has been out of the country for the love of Godet. All you have to do is go to Normie in Festival Hall packed with Normie fans, then do the same for Romeo and you’ll see who’s tops.

Normie has had three gold records and lots of love from the charts, Normie has had to gold records and none of his records have been as popular.

Normie is King and no beginner can gran his crown from him.

Normie Farnie
Melbourn

MUSICTAN

OF THEWEEK

Question Doug digs soul

The Questions have released the single which went out with their second session, and the biz is talking about their future. Doug is the lead singer of this band called The Questions and the Mac in the studio, and the result is history.

Doug digs the old soul vibe. Max, Merri, he used to dig the boss and the Melody at the Fly in Sydney. He said they were his favorite when he was a kid. The Questions have released a single which went out with their second session, and the biz is talking about their future. Doug is the lead singer of this band called The Questions and the Mac in the studio, and the result is history.
Beatles Magic Bus "like an Al Capone movie"

Can these be the Beatles? These six smart-looking men who have mysteriously appeared out of a bad Al Capone movie? Yes! But don't despair, it's not as bad as it sounds. These are not the fashion trends which we expect from the Beatles every seven years. We just part of their famous "Magical Mystery Tour".

The tour was an eventful week, and a huge bus loaded with Beatles, recording equipment, bicycles, children and a piano. It has been a driving theme through England during a Beatles' vacation.

The Beatles' new hour-long color TV program was now being compiled, but it has been created as if they are being given around the four floors of a specially written songs by John and Paul.

At the show, the Beatles appear in various costumes. Paul was in a hat and Al Capone's striped trousers. Ringo in a striped suit, and d'Alberto in a tie. John wore tie and trousers held in place by a belt to show off his pants. Paul explained that the band had been asked to appear on the TV show as part of the "Beatles' Day". It was agreed that they should bring some of their new songs in the show.

Equally married Eric Burdon is booked to take his band on a "top price" tour around the country. The tour will be supported by the Animals and his latest LP "Watch Out Charlie" has been released

Eric Burdon has completely absorbed the West Coast influence His "San Francisco" message is now clear. The Animals also have a new LP "The House of the Rising Sun" coming out soon.

Ringo's recent marriage to the beautiful Angie King at London's Carton House was a private affair. Flowers were bright and colors were rich in the room. The wedding was a private affair. Flowers were bright and colors were rich in the room.

Eric Burdon's recent marriage to the beautiful Angie King at London's Carton House was a private affair. Flowers were bright and colors were rich in the room.

Go-Set sits in on the Twilights-recording!

The night was dark, the stars twinkled, the Twilights recorded. The time was 11:30 AM in the back door of Bill Armstrong's studio to experience the Twilights recording their new single. "If, I should die, I want you to know..." and "I want you to know..."

While producer DAVID MACCAY and operator ROGER SAVAGE busily prepared the control room, the happy little Twilights turned the studio into a scene from "The Rise and Fall of the Indian". Mahariki Britten plunked on a sitar; Peter sat cross-legged strumming guitar; Laurie belted RED Indian boogie; John stood on his head going slightly berserk; Paddy played piano genuine Peter Sellers-style, and Glen smoked international Philip Morris, this time he had a fancy cigarette holder... "Learned Gentleman," wailed Terry, "I wish I had a dirty that with a little help from my friends could well be a hit..."

The Twilights recorded the dirty on tape the sound unbelievable the words incomprehensible. David Maccay gave the thumbs up, his face showed delight the expense stopped burning, that was all for the night... The next Twilights' track was born.

Eric Burdon for Hippies - at top price
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Ringo's recent marriage to the beautiful Angie King at London's Carton House was a private affair. Flowers were bright and colors were rich in the room. The wedding was a private affair. Flowers were bright and colors were rich in the room.
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JAMES TAYLOR MOVE'S "MAGIC EYES" WAS FOR THE CHARTS

By IAN MELDRUM

"Let's get one straight", said Rob Taylor, if we have this Hendrix image, well then we accept it. We have probably gained it because we were one of the first groups on the same to do such numbers as 'Tenn's Free', but believe this image was not purposely created. At the moment we play only one Hendrix number."

The James Taylor Move hit the Melbourne scene about five months ago, with a new sound that had been unheard before in Australia. Their driving, earily sings created excitement wherever they performed, and it was no time before they became a big name on the scene.

Their first single titled "Magic Eyes" has also hit the charts in a big way. It is currently riding on the top twenty on the Melbourne, Adelaide and Perth charts. It was number 33 in Go-Set's national chart last week.

The story on this single is as follows...

Rob Taylor wrote "Magic Eyes" while he was high on marijuana. He originally was going to call it "You're Way Out In Front Baby, But I Can See Your Behind". But under pressure from the group the title was forced to change it to the present title.

James Taylor readily admits that they chose a more commercial-style manner for their first single, and also intend to do it for their second. This obviously has paid dividends, as the success of "Magic Eyes" speaks for itself.

Their third single, will be different. On this single they hope to explain to the public what the group is about.

The James Taylor Move are firm believers that every group should know what song they are going to record, weeks before the actual recording session. This way, it enables a group to put more personal feeling into the number they are recording.

"One thing we cannot understand", said Kevin, "is how the top forty charts are worked out. The group's reviewer, who's always in the office, has given us a list of the top twenty singles. The number forty, as far as we can see, is the same as the number forty in the United Kingdom."

On the Australian pop scene, the James Taylor Move all agree that the standard of groups has risen over the past year, and it shouldn't be too long before Australian groups make a name of their own.

Kevin, Alan, Bob and Trevor who make up the James Taylor Move are reluctant to talk on their personal success, but it is evident that they are doing some serious thinking for England sometime next year.

Whether they are another Australian group who could make the big time.
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF MICK HAMILTON

Many people have accused me of backing up the wrong tree, well I have found a buddy that was.

Mick Hamilton. And so a day in Micks life begins.

1. Due to a problem of bed shortage at the Hamilton's residence, Mick has to sleep in a tree, a palm tree at that.

2. Inside for breakfast. The rice version of Mick's day is well to eat Corn-Flakes or Vita-Brits.

3. After breakfast it is time to get dressed. "Vera would you mind"

4. Dressed and topped up. Time a little joshel with the day.

5. And of course a rub on the tommay.

6. Being rather the sporty type, Mick takes time off from the socratic world for a bash at the old golf stick.

7. Back home for a practice on the acoustic. It beats me how Mick can make an arrangement out of a Batman comic.

8. Time for a lie down, and a bit of a snooze.

9. Mick doesn't even sleep, he read that boring magazine to send him to sleep.

10. On the subject of sleep, Mick wakes John Hossin at eight to morning. John also likes his dog.

GO-SET SPECIAL! psychedelic posters

yours for only 50 cents

MOBY GRAPE

LOVE IS WHERE IT'S AT

ECSTACY

BIG BROTHER

SEND TO POSTERS, GO-SET, 2 CHEMWOOD CRES., ST. KILDA, 3182

Pleas send me the following coloured posters (state how many in each):

MOBY GRAPE

LOVE IS WHERE IT'S AT

ECSTACY

BIG BROTHER

Enclosed cheque, money order, postal order for $5

Name:

Address (Inc. State):

THE "BIG" sound behind electric guitars
A TASTE OF HONEY

MELBOURNE SHOPPING GUIDE - WITH TIMOTHY

FLOWER BABY DRESSES FROM DARRODS FOR THE FLOWER BABY GAL

Spring and the flower babies all surfing the Bourke Street scene from their deep brown window box in the sky at Darrods, where the ONE UP SHOP is turning on the flower power.

Just in case Melbourne's water shortage is a plot to whisper up the flower people, Darrods has blower flower baby dresses. These are to be named in Melbourne for the first time.

One is a tunic dress in light blue lawn, with little tucks and a little tuck with little tucks. Flowers on white. For back in time, a tale of the new girls. It's all about the flower girl. The new ones are here.

A woman, not a girl, not a child, but a woman, stands on the top of the world. With a smile, she says, "I have a dress." She has a dress with flowers on it. Flowers in her hair. Flowers on her face. Flowers in her eye. Flowers in her ear. Flowers everywhere.

The guy who began with a shoe box.

There's a shop in Carlton and the name of the man in charge is Brian Ferrar. He's a man of the age up to the moment and a man of the moment up to the age of the moment. His shop is in Carlton where it should take to build up a small business.

Bikinis and flowers for the flowers.

A TASTE OF HONEY PHONE TREE ON 943 6979

Wild cherry Danish Robinson tries on a fabulous white dress with orange-pink roses. The man with the long hair. The woman with the short hair. Both of them have hair. Both of them have style. Both of them have a future.

Photographs by Colin Braex.
JIMI HENDRIX COMP. WINNERS

Due to the phenomenal response to this competition we have decided to award four LP's of the fabulous Jimi Hendrix Experience.

Even then it was a terrific job to pick the most worthy of all the entries received! Thanks for all your wonderful entries; keep trying if you missed out this time.

1st Prize — Jimi Hendrix L.P.
Barry Clive, 10 Long St., Camp Hill, Brisbane, 4192.

Single winner: Single winner
Bea Mardi, 38 Arbour St., Glen Waverley, Vic.

Single winner: Single winner
Bea Mardi, 38 Arbour St., Glen Waverley, Vic.

Single winner: Single winner
Bea Mardi, 38 Arbour St., Glen Waverley, Vic.

Single winner: Single winner
Bea Mardi, 38 Arbour St., Glen Waverley, Vic.

A PAGE FOR CRAZY THINGS FOR YOU AND EVERYONE ELSE

LESLIE PIXIE talks over your problems

Dear Leslie Pixie,
I have a boyfriend who lives some miles away. He was supposed to visit me on Sunday. When I rang him to tell him I was coming to meet him, he said he had to get to town in a minute. He said he meant that day, not March. It was then confirmed.

"Confused," Victoria.

You deserve an explanation from the boy himself. Keep trying and asking for help until he is ready to take you seriously. If he won't, go on to another guy. I am 20. The other guy is 19.

If there is no chance of you getting the first boy back then you should be content with the boy you have now. You are not obliged to love him because you go out with him. Go out together until you are 21.

THE RIGHT APPROACH

Dear Leslie Pixie.
I would like to know how to approach a certain girl. She is 21, in the year, often taken. Do you think the facts are valid? She is 21, in the year, often taken. Do you think the facts are valid?

WHICH BOYFRIEND?

I was separated for two months but he broke off with me because another girl asked him. A broken heart is better, but I am not sure if I love her or not. I don't love this girl. Could you tell me what I should do? I am in love and the boy I am with is 16. The other boy is 18.

If there is no chance of you getting the first boy back then you should be content with the boy you have now. You are not obliged to love him because you go out with him. Go out together until you are 21.

BOOK REVIEW

TV. PROTEST

6000 names on the Go-Set petition!

A few weeks ago the tragic news of the deaths of 6000! and Generation was announced to the world through the press.

Immediately we called upon the readers and writers to sign our name to a Go-Set PETITION against the death of the noble and saintly brothers. We have been overwhelmed with the response. Over ONE MILLION names have been signed. These names were nothing but names.

We have all heard of political groups and their methods. I am not sure what is the answer to this situation. But as we have heard from the press that it will be a victory for the people, we will cross our fingers and hope that it will be a victory for the people.

TOP TUNES FROM THIS YEAR

I'm Gonna Be Strong - The Drifters
I'm Gonna Be Strong - The Drifters

THE NEW SOUND, BABY

If you have seen the movie "My Life," you'll love it. The new sound is here. A new, sparkling, pop tune that you can dance to.

Mimi Hendrix WINNERS — ABOVE

COMPETITIONS

GET THIS PHOTO OF THE KORK!

Send me a GIANT 10X12 photo of fab MONKEE Peter Tork. I enclose 50c postal.

NAME: (Signed)

ADDRESS:

Send to: PHOTOS/GO-SET

BOOK REVIEW

Sue Flett's Beauty Notes

MAKING YOUR MARK

The mark to aim for is an invisible one - left firmly on the mind. Kipling said, "The woman who is marked is a woman who is successful!"
The secret of success in this field is no longer a matter of being clever or having a good eye for fashion. It is a matter of being able to hold your ground against the competition. And this is why it is so important to have a clear picture of what you want to achieve.

Sue Flett's Beauty Notes

FAN CLUB NEWS

FAN CLUB NEWS

FAN CLUB NEWS

DEADLINE

TUESDAY 5.00

Sydney Monday 5.00

Melbourne 5.00

Brisbane Friday 5.00
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ON THE VICTORIAN COUNTRY SCENE

LaTtie Tramnor, from GIPPSLAND

INTENSIVE COVERAGE

COUNTRY DANCE DIARY

JAZZ

22nd CONVENTION UNDER WAY

SHOW IT! & WEAR IT

with Frank Traynor

Special safety clip

The latest "OUT RAGE"

1st BUTTON 1c

Mime

Slow

Wind Massart Buttons

Me

You

Sweet

You Devil

You Get

You Get

Little Yes

Nimble

Arab

Groovy

1st BUTTON 2c

Stop, I Like It

Hang Up Reality

You Come Again

You Come Around

You Come Around

You Come Around

You Come Around

Crazy Buttons

CRAZY BUTTONS: OCT. 7

OPENING AT CANTERBURY

LORD JOHN'S PSYCHEDELIC DISCO

DON'T MISS OUT! GET THE CRAZY BUTTONS YOU WANT

Just put how many of each button you require in the box beside each Crazy Title, enclose the Cheque or Postal Note and send your order to CRAZY BUTTONS: SET 2 CHARNWOOD CRESC., ST. KILDA, VIC. 3182

Please send me the above marked (crazy buttons). I have enclosed

CHEQUE/POSTAL NOTE for $-

NAME

ADDRESS

STATE

All prices include postage and packing

watch go-set for further details
OUR NEW PHONE NUMBER
94 0493
5 LINES

Levi Smith's Clefs
IGUANA
Comperes MOJO
New Dimension in Lighting
CENTENARY HALL
SUNDAY

Tom Foolery
PRINCE ALFRED'S
DISCO DANCE
PRESTON
Keep your eyes peeled for this apple disco
OPENING SAT., 7th OCT.

SELECT BOOKING AGENCY
Groups supplied for dances and balls, parties, etc.
Phone: 91 1631

BUS STOP WERRIBEE
FRI: Jeff St. John & The Yama National Breakouts
SAT: Ram Jam Big Band
Gingerbreadman
230 BALACLAVA RD. CAULFEILD

Andy James Asylum
BOOK: 62 2164
THE WILDEST GROOVE ON THE SCENE

Getting Groovy
Blues Rags & Hollers
BOOK: 62 2164

Bookings for
Town Criers
Phone Peter Goodman
C/o. Havana
26-28 McCrae St., Dandenong
792 2704
between 3 and 6 p.m.

DANCING
THIS SATURDAY
Jeff St. John & The Yama
BAY CITY UNION

Catch the Chelsea Set
RING 94 1805 94 1824

OPERA CALL DANCES

Prince Albert George
Tit. WILD CHERRIES
Tit. Ignana — Jeff St. John & The Yama
Tit. THE GROUP

Ray Brown
BLAISES
NEW!
COFFEE LOUNGE
Psychedelic Lighting
All American Artists
HAYMARKET

LOVED ONES
Blue Dolly Rue
City Stompers

SACRED HEART HALL, OAKLEIGH
SATURDAY

ALFRED INVENTION
win a SURFERS PARADISE holiday at

SWINGER
direct from Sydney to you at Coburg!
Fabulous
RAY BROWN
and Melbourne's one and only
VIBRANTS

mind-bending sounds of
BOBBY JAMES SYNDICATE
(celebrating great reviews)
DAVE McCALLUM SET

WIN 100 DAYS A WEEK

everyone swings at
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CATCHER

471 FLINDERS LANE
Exclusively all night Friday
THE GROOP are yours from 8 to 1
WED SHOW EVE
27th
THE LOVED ONES (all night)

FRI:
GROOP
LEVI SMITH'S CLEFS
IGUANA
THE CHELSEA SET
BLUES RAGS & HOLLERS

SAT:
VIBRANTS
PETE WATSON'S ROCKHOUSE
RUNNING JUMPING STANDING STILL
THE ANDY JAMES ASYLUM
THE CHELSEA SET

SUN:
FILMS
CHELSEA SET

+ KNOCKOUT!
Direct from New York, Montreal, Monterey,
San Francisco, Los Angeles and London .
.
.
.
LILY BRETT THE FLIP-TOP HIPPY AND ENOUGHAGE
APPEARS BOTH FRIDAY AND SATURDAY NIGHT!

GO NORTH! NEXT SAT!
The Big New Saturday Dance
COBURG CITY HALL
Volume 2
Number 39

September 27
1967